
1me239 mechanics of the cell

5.2 biomembranes - energy

the inner life of a cell, viel & lue, harvard [2006]

25.1 biomembranes - motivation

the cell membrane

   mechanisms of transport through the membrane
• passive transport driven by gradients in concentration
• active transport that does require extra energy; it is regulated by
   ion channels, pumps, transporters, exchangers and receptors

all cellular components are contained within a cell membrane which is
extremely thin, approximately 4-5nm, and very flexible. inside
the cell membrane, most cells behave like a liquid as they consist of
more than 50% of water. the cell membrane is semi-permeable
allowing for a controlled exchange between intracellular and
extracellular components and information.

35.1 biomembranes - motivation

the cell membrane

   non-covalent interactions of phospholipids
• hydrophobic, water avoiding non-polar residues
• hydrophilic, water loving polar head groups

the barrier between the inner and outer cell is the cell membrane, a
bilayer consisting of phospholipids of a characteristic structural
arrangement. in aqueous solutions, these phospholipids essentially
display two kinds of non-covalent interactions.

this behavior is similar to fatty acids or oil in water, where the
hydrophilic polar heads tend to be oriented towards the water phase
while the hydrophobic tails are oriented towards the oil phase.

45.1 biomembranes - motivation

the lipid bilayer



55.1 biomembranes - motivation

the cell membrane

Figure 1.3. Cell membrane. Phospholipic bilayer with hydrophobic water-avoiding tails and hydrophilic water-loving heads.

65.1 biomembranes - motivation

the lipid bilayer

the inner life of a cell, viel & lue, harvard [2006]

Figure 1.5.1. Lipid bilayer of the cell membrane. Characteristic arrangement of phospholipid
molecules with hydrophilic polar head group being oriented towards the aqueous phase while
the hydrophilic tails are oriented towards the non-polar inside.

75.1 biomembranes - motivation

the lipid bilayer - lipid rafts

the inner life of a cell, viel & lue, harvard [2006]

Figure 1.5.2. The lipid bilayer of the cell membrane is by no means static and homogeneous.
Lipids are a class of molecules stacking together to form the membrane which can be understood
as a sea on which things are floating. The rafts floating on this sea are called lipid rafts.

85.1.1 micropipette aspiration

micropipette aspiration



95.1.1 micropipette aspiration

surface tension

105.1.1 micropipette aspiration

law of laplace

115.1.1 micropipette aspiration

law of laplace

125.1.1 micropipette aspiration

law of laplace



135.1.1 micropipette aspiration

law of laplace

145.1.2 lipid bilayers

the polar nature of water

alberts, johnson, lewis, raff, roberts, walter [2002]

155.1.2 lipid bilayers

the polar nature of water

alberts, johnson, lewis, raff, roberts, walter [2002]

165.1.2 lipid bilayers

single layer - oil-water interface



175.1.3 soap bubbles

double layer - water-oil-water interface

185.1.3 soap bubbles

energy minimization

young [1805], laplace [1806]

195.1.3 soap bubbles

energy minimization

young [1805], laplace [1806]

205.1.3 soap bubbles

surface tension



215.1.4 cell membranes

the lipid bilayer

Figure 5.16. Lipid bilayer of the cell membrane. Characteristic arrangement of phospholipid molecules with hydrophilic polar
head group being oriented towards the aqueous phase while the hydrophilic tails are oriented towards the non-polar inside.

22me239 - final project

stiffness of cells - harpreet
cancer cells - kimberly
chondrocytes - ivan, harrison, tommy, sam, chris, henry
bone cells - daniel, eric, michael
red blood cells - nina
heart cells - balaji, jessica, alexander, karis
skin cells / wound healing - myung sun
primary cilia - louis
stereocilia - allison
filopodia - sean
fibrinogen cross-linking - suzie & aliya
myopia - khanh
cell division - elena
stretch receptors in the proximal stomach - chris
cell-matrix interaction in tissue engineering - eliot

final projects sorted by cell type

23me337 - final project 243. structural elements

trusses, beams, walls, plates, membranes, shells



253.2 biopolymers - energy

1d transverse deformation - bending

   euler bernoulli beam theory
• normals remain straight (they do not bend)
• normals remain unstretched (they keep the same length)
• normals remain normal (they remain orthogonal to the beam axis)

265.2 biomembranes - energy

2d transverse deformation - bending

   kirchhoff love shell theory
• normals remain straight (they do not bend)
• normals remain unstretched (they keep the same length)
• normals remain normal (they remain orthogonal to the beam axis)

273.2 biopolymers - energy

• axial deformation
• transverse deformation, scaled rotation of beam axis

   overall deformation = axial + transverse deformation

1d tension vs bending - trusses vs beams

285.2 biomembranes - energy

   overall deformation = in plane + transverse deformation

2d tension vs bending - membranes vs shells



295.2 biomembranes - energy

   overall strain = in plane (constant) + transverse (linear)

2d tension vs bending - membranes vs shells

305.2 biomembranes - energy

2d in-plane deformation - tension and shear




